
{p1} Dots: phase one                                                      
due at the beginning of our next surface studio

Challenge:
Sketch at least 30 polished thumbnail solutions using 3 to 6 solid black dots 
to express the following Gestalt Principles: PROXIMITY, SIMILARITY, and 
CONTINUANCE in your Visual Journal. You should create a minimum of TEN 
thumbnails for each principle. Xerox all of your thumbnails and carefully cut 
them a part from one another. All thumbnails should be the same size. Store 
cut thumbnails in VJ {neatly in envelopes}. 

DO play with placement, scale and distance of dots; explore/pay attention to 
the composition, relative to the square of the frame. Do consider 
craftsmanship.

DON’T crop dots off the edge of compositions or allow dots to touch one 
another. Do not use less than three dots or more than six dots, per 
composition.of the composition or allow dots to touch one another. Do not 
use more than six dots per composition.  

Materials: Visual Journal, Black Sharpies, circle template {improvise/
create your own} metal ruler, pencil/eraser, copy machine/scanner, scissors/
exacto knife/paper cutter for neatly cutting thumbnails. 

Gestalt Reading: {please review this resource online}

Grade Evaluation: 
Craftsmanship + Design + Ambition + Working within Project Parameters

Timetable: 
30 polished thumbnails in VJ, copies of thumbnails and cutting all 
thumbnails are ALL due at the start of our next surface studio at 9:30am 
on_________. No late work will be graded. Do not fall behind by failing to 
turn in complete or thoughtful work.
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S T U D I O
Elements + Principles of Design: 
Do you remember what they are? 

       

Vocabulary to Investigate:                                              
asymmetry                                      
balance                                          
closure                                       
composition                                   
concept                                               
continuance                             
craftsmanship                                       
crop                                                     
critique                                              
density                                                  
form                                                  
Gestalt                                                   
habit                                               
interpretation                                   
negative space                             
orientation                                      
perception                                           
picture plane                                           
proximity                                              
repetition                                               
rotation                                                      
spatial                                                    
symmetry                                            
tension                                                    
thumbnail                                             
visual communication 

Collaborative Teaching Team:                                            
Valerie Powell + Ron Hollingshead
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